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Winning Opportunities
with BombBomb

INTRO

You’ve written your email. You’ve sent
it. Suddenly, a wave of panic … was
my tone off? Does it read as serious or
sarcastic? Did the emoticon help or hurt
my message?
Sometimes, you get answers to these
questions in the form of a reply back from
a confused or aggravated client who took
your message the wrong way.
It’s easy to be misread or be
misunderstood in a traditional email.
And sometimes you end up in crisis
management mode.
A personal video message through
BombBomb ends all that! Your clients
hear your tone, see your facial expressions
and body language, and experience your
personality first hand. It’s a much more
complete piece of communication that
can’t be misread or misconstrued.
If you’re trying to express sincere gratitude
to a team member, to engage or win
over a prospect, or to send a simple
reminder or explainer, videos allow you to
communicate more clearly and connect
more effectively.
More often than not, you’ll come out on
top when you hit record and say it rather
than typing it all out. The replies you get
and the tracking BombBomb provides will
prove it.

So, how are people taking advantage of
this? Welcome to Issue five of 7 Stories!

Inside, you’ll hear seven stories from
different people working in different
industries all sharing how their tone
in video communication creates more
opportunities and wins more customers.

Of course, you can read the words on
the page - or click to watch each person’s
video. You know, so you read the tone
correctly.
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KENNYYOUNG
REAL ESTATE
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
RE/MAX 2000
Click to hear from Kenny!

QUICK LESSONS
•

One of the many ways Kenny saves

•

Adding personal videos to newsletters

time with BombBomb is by sending a

is a great way to showcase your

series of educational videos to first-

personality and stay top of mind with

time home buyers. He explains the

prospects and clients. Seeing and

buying process, lending, title reports,

hearing you makes your newsletters

home inspections, and more. He

memorable compared to the

records the videos once and then uses

competition.

them over and over again.
•

When connecting with buyers and
sellers, your buyers are taking time
video thanking them for their time can

OBSERVATIONS

go a long way with buyers and sellers.

When you take the time to record a video

Kenny records his in the car before

for a specific person on a specific occasion,

leaving the property.

consider using a little white board or sticky

from their busy schedules. A simple

note to write their name and a message
on it. When you hold it up in the opening
of your video, BombBomb captures it in
the automatic, animated preview and each
person knows your video is just for him or
her. It proves you took the time, increases
play rates, and improves replies.
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IT’S SUCH A GREAT
WAY TO CONNECT
WITH PEOPLE.

I’m so, so glad that I found
BombBomb. I’m enjoying it every day.

KENNY YOUNG

It’s great using my little white board

It saves so much time in things that I’ve

- an idea from BombBomb - wishing

wanted to do for years.

someone happy birthday.

LISA MARIEKENNEDY
REAL ESTATE

Lakewood Ranch, Florida
Keller Williams

Click to hear from Lisa!

QUICK LESSONS
•

Just as Kenny described in the previous

•

The “model spin” she describes is a nice

story, Lisa sends a “thank you” video

reminder of the benefits of motion in your

immediately after a showing to thank her

videos. It creates additional visual interest

clients for taking their time to tour a luxury

and brings prospects back into the home.

custom home. This creates a stronger
connection with your prospects and

•

demonstrates a high level of service.

Whether you send it in one of our default
designs or in a custom design, your iPhone
or Android video will play adjacent to your
contact information. You can always direct
people to it in your video, as Lisa does.

OBSERVATIONS
One of Lisa’s keys to success is in

effective way to use video and repeating

consistency. Nearly all of her 500+

it builds your confidence and your

BombBomb videos follow the same

success. Watch Lisa’s video to hear her

“Thank you for visiting” structure. So, it’s

perform her go-to “thank you” video.

scripted, but not scripted. Finding one
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I do what’s called a model spin …
so they

REMEMBER WHERE
THEY SAW ME AND
WHAT THE MODEL
LOOKED LIKE.

LISA MARIE KENNEDY
What I do with BombBomb 90% of the
time, right after they visit the model -

within a couple minutes - I send them
a video.

I love this tool. It’s awesome.

KENBOOME
ENTREPRENEUR
Dallas, Texas

Musician/Producer
Click to hear from Ken!

QUICK LESSONS
•

BombBomb real-time notifications

•

“Their creative and technical
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make it easy to know exactly when

support team is great,” says Ken.

your video is being watched. This

BombBomb’s here for you if you

makes it easy for Ken to follow up

need us and we’re motivated by

with a phone call.

your success. Get support by selfhelp website, phone, or email.

•

Ken has four custom email
designs available to speak to
specific services he provides; they
mirror his websites. “They tell
help him build trust and credibility

OBSERVATIONS

with prospects and clients.

Ken playing piano to open the video grabs you

(Ken’s) story immediately” and

“That’s what I need today in this
removed, internet world.”

instantly. And the process he describes is gold:
reply to inquiries with personal videos, watch
your analytics, then pick up the phone to close
opportunities. He tells two very specific stories
in this video. He also plays piano again for you
at the close.
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I’ve been a BombBomb user
for a couple of months, and

IT’S RADICALLY
CHANGED

THE WAY I DO
BUSINESS.

KEN BOOME

I sent the BombBomb to Linda

She already feels like she knows me

and about three minutes later, I’m

because the know, like, and trust factor

getting analytics - boom, boom,

has been established with BombBomb.

boom … a half hour later, I have a

signed contract and a deposit. That
was a $1,200 gig.
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MARK & LAURAANDERSON
REAL ESTATE

Vadnais Heights, MN
Keller Williams Premier Realty

Click to hear from Laura!

QUICK LESSONS
•

Laura has fun with her videos - a fact

BombBomb account. You don’t send

that’s demonstrated here. She and

1,500 videos if you didn’t benefit from

her husband sing “happy birthday”

the previous 1,499.

to clients with great success. And the
lesson isn’t that you should perform

•

“The face on the screen, the voice,

poems or sing songs, but rather it’s to

and a smile really goes far … to make

be who you uniquely are.

someone’s day just a little bit brighter,”
Laura explains. A simple video can

•

Laura mentions how she’s received

make a big difference in any message

better replies, more often, from clients.

you’re trying to communicate.

She’s got more than 1,500 videos in her

OBSERVATIONS
In Laura’s poem, she takes care to note that plain, typed-out text doesn’t
always say what you need or want to say. Video is a much more complete
piece of communication because it delivers your face, voice, tone,
personality, and … accent. A proud Minnesotan who’s truly “Minnesota
nice,” Laura says “Yes, we do have an accent. It’s clear.” Her accent is just
one of countless small but important things that just doesn’t come through
unless you send a video.
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The

PROOF

that we have

COMES

IN THE REPLIES.

MARK & LAURA ANDERSON
Has BombBomb helped us? You

The written word sometimes

bet that it has. We won’t work

doesn’t work. All of that labor, all

without it. We think it’s just grand.

of that text - and sometimes you
sound like a jerk.
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THOMASWITT
ENTREPRENEUR

Frankfurt, Germany
Specialized Training Consultant

Click to hear from Thomas!

QUICK LESSONS
•

Follow-up a website download or
subscription with a “welcome” video to
introduce yourself to prospects. Automate
the process for ease and consistency.

•

Handle objections before they ever arise
by creating educational video email drip
sequences. Thomas describes his “5

In a highly specialized training and

Myths” series in his video that creates

consulting business, Thomas only targets

trackable behavior that you can follow up

200 to 800 key decision makers in the

on, warmer conversations, and faster sales

world, so it’s crucial for him to reach

funnel movement.
•

OBSERVATIONS

Engage people in your database with a
personal message to build a relationship
and spark a conversation. Use tracking
and alerts from BombBomb or from your
CRM to know who should get videos today.
Write their name or a personal message on
a small dry-erase board or sticky note so
they know it’s just for them.

them at the right moment with the right
message. By blending automated videos
with personal videos, he’s able to do so
in a way that differentiates him, educates
prospects, and builds relationship.
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SO FAR, BOMBBOMB’S
GIVEN ME SIX FIGURES,
so I think it’s well worth the money,
and it’s an absolutely great program.

THOMAS WITT

The feedback I’ve gotten from leads

BombBomb is the ideal way to reach out

is that this is amazing. They’ve never

to your customers.

seen a process like this.
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TIMCREECH

•

REAL ESTATE

Jackson, Michigan
Howard Hanna Realty

Click to hear from Tim!

QUICK LESSONS
Tim sells lakefront property to people who
live outside his area. By communicating
with video, he can build trust and rapport
before ever meeting in person.

•

Without video, Tim can feel at times like
an “information troll” when following up
with people who come through third-party

OBSERVATIONS

websites like Zillow. They don’t know

When you’re working with out of

him at all. With video, he makes himself

town clients and working with online

relatable through differentiation.

leads, you’re working with people
who don’t know you. By sending

•

With BombBomb in Gmail, fly-in desktop
notifications let Tim know when his email
is opened, video is played, and/or link is
clicked. And as a result, he always knows
when it’s a good time to pick up the
phone and reach back out to a hot lead.

simple webcam videos, Tim creates
a personal connection much more
quickly. Now, he’s not just an email
signature or a voicemail - he’s a real
person who’s ready, willing, and able to

This process increases his chances for

help you. Getting face to face earlier

success!

in the process helps you win more
opportunities.
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I definitely know from my experience
that it humanizes me, makes me look
like a real person, and gives me the

OPPORTUNITY TO DO
A LITTLE BIT MORE
BUSINESS - ACTUALLY A
LOT MORE BUSINESS.

TIM CREECH

The customer service has been

By adding a BombBomb video inside

fantastic. I love everything that

my Gmail, I can track the information

continues to get upgraded, like

of when they’re opening it. I can get

being able to send BombBomb

an understanding of if they received it,

inside my Gmail.

because I’ll see that they opened it. And it
gives me a clue to follow up with them.

JUSTENMARTIN
REAL ESTATE
Denver, CO
iHomes Colorado

Click to hear from Justen!

QUICK LESSONS
•
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As a Broker/Owner, Justen is building a culture
of community in his brokerage. Personal videos
are essential to helping him grow the culture,
which is crucial for recruiting and retaining
agents.

•

Heart, purpose, and sincerity don’t come
through in typed-out text. You can’t describe
them, but you know them when you feel them.
Justen relies on video to communicate this
important, intangible aspect of his personality
and his business.

OBSERVATIONS
Justen is a people person and obviously
cares about the human aspect of

•

Because he believes in the power of video
to connect and communicate, Justen has 27
agents in his office “on the BombBomb video
email train.” A team accounts solution provides
many benefits over individual accounts. Reach
out to us with questions about your sales team!

communication, which is the core of
BombBomb. He uses personal videos to
reach out to agents to help them feel part
of the team, even when they’re not in the
office. The example of the office singing
happy birthday to another teammate
allows the entire team to get involved.
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THE GREATEST
CURRENCY YOU CAN
HAVE IS THE EFFECT
YOU HAVE ON OTHERS.
And video email has a great ability to
have an amazing effect on people and
gets across our purpose and our heart.

JUSTEN MARTIN

I hope that this video inspires all of

We have response after response coming

you to do it fearlessly, relentlessly, and

back from people saying how much they

without worry. Because I promise you

enjoyed it.

if it comes from the right place of your
heart and your purpose, it will have a
positive effect on every person who
receives it.

CLOSE

Thanks to Kenny, Lisa, Ken, Laura, Thomas,
Tim and Justen for sharing their stories with
all of us in the BombBomb community.

We hope that you implement a few key
takeaways from Issue Five.

With video, your message won’t get lost
or confused. You’re more clear, more
compelling, and more persuasive. It’s the
next-best thing to being there in person!

And stay connected with BombBomb for
upcoming issues in the 7 Stories series, the
title of which is inspired by our location on
the 7th floor of the Wells Fargo Tower in
downtown Colorado Springs, Colorado.

TRY IT FREE

866-209-4602 I Colorado Springs, Co.

